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**7A:** MARKOV, R  
REQ  
{{Custom made package consisting of:  
*MASTERING PHYSICS, STUDENT ACCESS KIT*, Prentice Hall  
*U.C. BERKELEY PHYSICS 7A HANDBOOK*}}

**7B:** BLOXHAM, M  
REQ  
{{Custom made package consisting of:  
*MASTERING PHYSICS, STUDENT ACCESS KIT*, Prentice Hall  
*U.C. BERKELEY PHYSICS 7B HANDBOOK*}}

**7C:** SMITH, T  
TBA

**8A:** GOLIGHTLY, W  
REQ  
{{Essential Univ. Physics (Vol. 1) Wolfson Package consisting of:  
Wolfson *ESSENTIAL UNIV. PHYSICS* (Vol. 1)  
*PHYSICS 8A STUDENT LEARNING HANDBOOK*, Pearson  
*MASTERING PHYSICS STUDENT ACCESS KIT*, Prentice Hall}}

**8B:** BUEHLER, T  
REQ  
{{Essential Univ. Physics (Vol. 2) Wolfson Package consisting of:  
Wolfson *ESSENTIAL UNIV. PHYSICS* (Vol. 2)  
*PHYSICS 8B STUDENT LEARNING HANDBOOK*, Pearson  
*MASTERING PHYSICS STUDENT ACCESS KIT*, Prentice Hall}}

**137A:** WOHL, C  
The TEXT will be notes by the lecturer, Prof. Wohl, C.  
"They will be available on the course website. A sample can be had by e-mailing cgwohl@lbl.gov. Highly recommended for mathematical reference is the "Mathematical Handbook of Formulas and Tables," by M.R. Spiegel, S. Lipschutz, and J. Liu (3rd ed., Schaum's Outline Series)."